Phospholipase A2 Activity of Peripheral-Blood Mononuclear Leukocytes in Psoriasis
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Ten years ago, Forster et al. [1] demonstrated increased phospholipase A2 (PLA2) activity in nonlesional skin of psoriasis patients [2], possibly due to downregulation of the lipocortin 1 inhibitor [3, 4] and resulting in an overly active arachidonic acid cascade [5]. The possibility of upregulated PLA2, an inflammatory mediator [6], as a phenotypic expression of psoriasis suggested a series of experiments using peripheral-blood mononuclear leukocytes (PBMLs) from control and psoriatic blood, with or without challenge. Hopefully, these experiments would suggest a noninvasive test that might be used to detect latent psoriasis in subjects as yet without clinical symptoms. Two general methods to assess PBML activity were used.

Following Goppelt-Struebe [7], normal and psoriatic PBMLs were isolated using a Ficoll gradient and prelabeled with \( \frac{1}{2} \) arachidonic acid before exposure to one of the following: calcium ionophore A23187 (1 µg/ml), thrombin (1 µg/ml) or lipoteichoic acid (from Staphylococcus aureus; 5-100 ng/ml). Without any of these, the amount of \( \frac{1}{2} \) released to the supernatant by control cells was 23.1 ± 6.4% (SD; n= 15), and this figure was 67.3 ± 8.9% (n = 9) when A23187 was used or 32.5 ± 8.1 (n = 5) with thrombin; lipoteichoic acid had no effect. These figures were not significantly different when psoriatic PBMLs were used.

According to Etienne and Polonovski [8], aliquots of sonicated cell suspensions were incubated with L-\( \alpha \)-dioleoylphosphatidyl-2-\( 14 \)C-ethanolamine, followed by separation of extracted lipids by thin-layer chromatography. The distribution of \( 14 \)C on the plates was monitored and quantified by \( \beta \)-radiation scanning and visualization. Figure 1 shows the results with a nonenzymatic control (a), two positive controls (b) using pancreatic PLA2
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Fig. 1. Separation by thin-layer chromatography of the PLA2 product lysophosphatidylethanolamine (arrow) from the substrate after treatment with pancreatic PLA2 (b) or PBML sonicates (c) or neither (a). Lipids were visualized with iodine vapor.
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and two typical experimental patterns (c). The spot (arrow) corresponding to the reaction product lysophosphatidylethanolamine was satisfactorily separated from other products with higher Rf values. After deducting the nonenzymatic control counts, the percent hydrolysis was 0.55 ± 0.28 (n = 13) for controls and 0.28 ± 0.17 (n= 11) for psoriatics (n.s.). Thus we have found that the PLA2 activity and responsiveness in psoriatic PBMLs, despite diverse degrees of disease severity, are comparable to controls. It is possible that factors upregulating PLA2 in the epidermis are present in serum [9] but do not survive cell isolation. Alternatively, such factors may differentially affect keratinocytes and PBMLs. A third interpretation is that endogenous epidermal factors activate keratinocyte PLA2 without effect on circulating cells.
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Multiple Eruptive Dermatofibromas in an AIDS Patient: A New Differential Diagnosis of Kaposi’s Sarcoma

The clinical differential diagnosis of Kaposi’s sarcoma is large with more than 35 possibilities [1]. Multiple eruptive dermatofibromas in HIV-infected persons have not previously been reported before Murphy et al. [2]. This entity is probably underestimated and can mimic Kaposi’s sarcoma as it is illustrated in the following case report.
A 37-year-old homosexual Caucasian was known for AIDS disease (stage C3) with prior Candida esophagitis and a very low CD4 count (5 cells/mm3). He was treated with zidovudine
and zalcitabine associated with a fluconazole and trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole prophylaxis. He consulted our clinic for evaluation of asthenia, anorexia and abnormal liver tests. Finally, disseminated infection with Mycobacterium genavense was suspected [3], and the symptoms disappeared with a combination of clarithromycin, ethambutol and clofazimine. At the initial physical examination, 7 firm, purple-brown non-tender papules ranging in size from 2 to 6 mm were noted on the skin (4 on the back, 2 on the anterior left thigh and 1 on the right foot). A very light desquamation was seen at the top of the lesion. All lesions except that of the foot were recent and were not pruriginous. Our first diagnosis was Kaposi’s sarcoma. Biopsy firmly excluded this diagnosis and showed a typical dermatofibroma with an ill-defined dermal tumor. Characteristically the epidermis above the lesion was hyperplastic and hyper-pigmented. A grenzzone was present immediately under the epidermis. The dermal part was composed of interlacing fascicles of slender spindle cells and collagen. Histio-cytes were scattered between the spindle cells, and thin-walled blood vessels were rare within the lesion and dilated at the periphery. Multinucleated giant cells, neovascularization with angulated vascular channels, extra-vasated red blood cells or mitotic figures were absent. Diagnosis of multiple eruptive dermatofibromas was made, and no specific treatment was proposed.

This case shows that eruptive dermatofibroma is not rare in AIDS patients and can mimic Kaposi’s sarcoma. It should be considered in the clinical differential diagnosis. Multiple eruptive dermatofibromas in AIDS can help the dermatologist to understand the pathogenesis of this common tumor of the skin. In this regard, the concept developed by Nestle et al. [4], which explains dermatofibroma as an abortive immunoreactive process, featuring dermal dendritic cells as initiators of the disease is very interesting.
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